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Chapter 251: Growing tea seems to be good too (1) 

Ling Xiaotian’s office. Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue were sitting on the guest sofa while Ling Xiaotian was 

personally making a kungfu tea for Xia ruofei. The steaming hot water was poured into the teapot, and 

the fragrance of tea immediately filled the air. Ling Xiaotian washed and brewed the tea with practiced 

ease. Then, he used a small clip to place the purple sand teacup in front of Xia ruofei. He smiled and 

said,””Little Xia, try this Tieguanyin. This is a high – Quality tea that a friend of mine gave me. I usually 

can’t even bear to drink it myself!” “Thank you, uncle Ling!” Xia ruofei said as he bowed slightly. Xia 

ruofei used two fingers to gently pick up the cup and brought it to his mouth. Immediately, a fragrant 

smell assailed his nose. The most unique characteristic of tie Guanyin was that the tea was very alluring. 

Xia ruofei took a small sip and felt that it was very smooth, and the aftertaste was very obvious. Ling 

Xiaotian had been watching Xia ruofei until he had finished his cup of tea. He then asked,””How do you 

feel?” “Uncle Ling, I don’t really know much about tea, but your Tie Guan Yin is much better than the 

ones I’ve had before,” Xia ruofei said with a smile. Ling Xiaotian laughed and said,”this tea of mine is a 

rare treasure!” My friend has a tea mountain in Anxi, but there’s only one tree with excellent tea leaves. 

Each year, the tea leaves from that tree would be stir – fried separately. Once they’re done, they would 

be divided by my friends!” “Uncle Ling, if this tea leaves were to be sold in the market, it would be very 

expensive, right?” Xia ruofei asked with a smile. “This kind of tea leaves must be at least a few thousand 

Yuan per 500 grams!” Ling Xiaotian said,”the price of tie Guanyin is still alright. If it’s the top Da Hong 

Pao, the price would be even more frightening. Furthermore, there is a price but no supply!” Ling 

Xiaotian continued after taking a sip of tea,””The Da Hong Pao tea leaves sold in the market are of 

varying quality, and their prices range from 100 to tens of thousands of dollars. However, these can’t be 

tea leaves from the mother tree. The most authentic Da Hong Pao grew on the high cliff of the Jiulong 

Ridge of the Wuyi Mountain. The sunlight there was short, and the light was reflected more often. The 

temperature difference between day and night was great, and the Top of the Rock was soaked in a fine 

spring all year round. This special natural environment created the unique quality of Da Hong Pao. There 

are a total of 6 Da Hong Pao parent trees, and the annual output is only about 500 grams. In 2005,20 

grams of Da Hong Pao was auctioned for a sky – High price of 208000 Yuan, which is equivalent to more 

than 10 million Yuan per kilogram. ” Xia ruofei was speechless. Although he was from the southeast 

province, he did not know much about tea. He knew that good tea leaves were expensive, but he had 

never thought that there would be such a sky – High price. “Isn’t this a little too exaggerated?” Xia ruofei 

said with a smile. Ling Xiaotian chuckled and said,”that’s nothing. The problem is that you can’t buy it 

even if you have the money now. In 2006, the country banned the picking of tea leaves from the mother 

tree because those six mother trees have been protected as Intangible Cultural Heritage. Some of the 

exorbitant Da Hong Pao on the market now are produced by second – generation trees, while others are 

produced by cutting from the mother tree. However, the growing environment is different, and the 

quality of the tea leaves is also much worse!” “Dad, since you can’t buy it anymore, why are you still 

talking about it?” Ling Qingxue said with a smile. “Qingxue, it’s okay! I’m very interested in what uncle 

Ling is saying!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. He was not being polite. In fact, when they were talking 

about tea leaves, Xia ruofei had an idea to plant tea trees in his Qzone. As long as the trees were good, 

the unique environment in the Qzone would definitely produce good tea! Hence, Xia ruofei continued to 

ask,””Uncle Ling, this Da Hong Pao mother tree on Mount Wu Yi is so precious, shouldn’t it be protected 

very carefully? It would be a huge loss if it was stolen or destroyed. ” “Of course, the Wuyishan City 



government bought insurance for these parent trees worth 100 million Chinese dollars!” Ling Xiaotian 

laughed. There are also Special Troops stationed there to protect the mother trees. These are already 

national treasures, so the possibility of them being stolen is extremely low. ” Xia ruofei nodded. He had 

been thinking of ways to get the branches of the six mother trees and then cut them in the medium. 

However, it seemed that the possibility was very low! However, there was still a chance. With Xia 

ruofei’s current skills, it was possible to sneak into the teahouse without anyone noticing. He could get a 

few branches. Of course, Xia ruofei did not have such thoughts for the time being. After all, planting tea 

was not an urgent matter. It was against the law to sneak into the teahouse protected by the garrison. 

Xia ruofei did not have to risk his life. However, Xia ruofei had already planted a seed in his heart. In the 

future, when he had the opportunity, he would definitely try to get some of the products of the Xuanji 

spirit map space from the branches of the Da Hong Pao mother tree. They had to be of high quality or 

even of the highest quality. Xia ruofei would not bother to plant ordinary tea trees. Xia ruofei did not 

expect this opportunity to come so quickly, but that was a story for another time. The three of them 

chatted in the office for a while. Then, the phone on Ling Xiaotian’s desk rang. He stood up and 

answered the call,”Hello ... I’m ... Oh, hello, hello ... Is that right?” I’m so grateful! Thank you ...” After 

Ling Xiaotian hung up, he looked at Xia ruofei and said,””Xiao Xia, Deputy Director Shi of the general 

office of the municipal Party Committee called us personally just now. He’s now in charge of the bidding 

of the designated reception unit of the municipal Party Committee. He informed us that Lingyun hotel 

has directly entered the list of final bidders!” “That’s a good thing! Congratulations, uncle Ling, you can 

finally show off your skills in the hotel industry. ” Xia ruofei said with a smile. Ling Xiaotian sighed,”this 

time, it’s all thanks to you, little Xia!” Otherwise, not to mention the City Council’s designated reception 

unit, even our company would be hurt!” “Uncle Ling, since you’ve been shortlisted for the bidding, you 

should be prepared for the competition!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”as long as Lingyun hotel’s 

hardware is up to standard and the conditions are better than the other hotels, there will be no other 

factors that will affect the winning bid!” Today’s incident must have spread to the general office of the 

municipal Party Committee. As long as the person in charge was not an idiot, he would not dare to do 

anything illegal in this bidding. “Mm! We’ll definitely make good preparations!” Ling Xiaotian said,”as 

long as it’s an open and fair competition, our Lingyun hotel still has a high chance of winning! Little Xia, 

I’m really grateful to you this time!” “Uncle Ling, you’re too kind. We’re all family ...” Xia ruofei smiled. 

“Yes, yes, yes. We’re on the same side, on the same side ...” Ling Xiaotian said happily. Ling Xiaotian 

looked at Xia ruofei and then at Ling Qingxue. He was grinning from ear to ear. Previously, Ling Xiaotian 

still had a trace of suspicion, thinking that Ling Qingxue was using Xia ruofei as a shield. However, after 

seeing how Xia ruofei treated Ling Qingxue today, he was convinced. Ling Qingxue’s face turned red and 

she said,””Dad! What are you laughing at?” Ling Xiaotian chuckled and said,”I’m just happy!” My 

daughter has good taste!” Ling Qingxue quickly looked at Xia ruofei and asked,””Dad, does this mean 

that ... You agree with me and ruofei?” Ling Xiaotian put on a blank look and said,””Have I ever 

objected?” “Dad ...” Ling Qingxue said unhappily,”didn’t you say yesterday that you wanted to take the 

exam ...” “Qingxue, dad must have drunk too much yesterday and was talking nonsense!” Ling Xiaotian 

quickly interrupted Ling Qingxue and said,”I’ve never forced you to do anything when it comes to your 

personal feelings ...” At this point, Ling Xiaotian said with slight embarrassment,””However, I’ll give you 

some suggestions sometimes ... You don’t agree, and I didn’t force you, right?” Ling Qingxue rolled her 

eyes at her father, then couldn’t help but laugh. “Uncle Ling, thank you!” Xia ruofei smiled. Ling Xiaotian 

laughed out loud in comfort. Then, he thought of another matter and asked in embarrassment,””Oh 



right, that ... Little Xia, I heard from Qingxue ... You recently got a pair of high – Quality blood red 

Dragons?” When Ling Qingxue heard this, she immediately burst out laughing ... 

Chapter 252: Son – in – Law – to – be visiting (1) 

Ling Xiaotian immediately revealed an awkward expression. Xia ruofei wanted to laugh, but he did not 

dare to. He was having a hard time holding it in. He said in his heart,”it seems like this uncle Ling is just 

like what Qingxue said, he’s crazy about fish!” Ling Xiaotian knew that Xia ruofei would definitely give 

him the pair of blood red Dragons. Ling Qingxue had already said that this was a gift that Xia ruofei had 

prepared for him! However, his heart was still as uncomfortable as a cat’s paw, and he couldn’t help but 

take the initiative to ask. “Dad, can’t you be a little more promising?” Ling Qingxue said with a smile. 

“Qingxue, how can you talk to uncle Ling like that?” Xia ruofei quickly said. He then turned to Ling 

Xiaotian and said,”uncle Ling, those blood red Dragons were specially prepared by Qingxue and I as a 

meeting gift for you. They’re currently being raised by my friend!” How about this, I’ll pick it up today 

and send it to your house tomorrow morning?” Ling Xiaotian waved his hand and said,”hey, little Xia. I 

was just asking. There’s no hurry!” Just bring it over whenever you’re free!” Xia ruofei was slightly 

stunned. Wasn’t he so eager just now? Why aren’t you in a hurry now? However, what Ling Xiaotian said 

next almost made Xia ruofei burst out laughing. Ling Xiaotian quickly asked,”RUO Fei, how long are your 

blood red Dragons?” I have to get the fish tank ready first! By the way, Qingxue, remember to remind 

me to buy some small fish and prawns tomorrow morning. Blood red Dragons are very picky with their 

food, so I have to choose them myself!” Ling Qingxue immediately laughed and nodded. Xia ruofei also 

came back to his senses. His future father – in – Law was just being polite! They had already started to 

make preparations to take over the Blood Red Dragon the next morning. Xia ruofei did not know 

whether to laugh or cry. Considering that Ling Xiaotian’s company still had many things to do, including 

the reopening of the closed stores and the sorting of the accounts, Xia ruofei got up and left after a 

short chat. The finance department that Ling Qingxue was in charge of was the Department that had 

been affected the most today, so she naturally had to stay in the company. However, Ling Qingxue still 

personally sent Xia ruofei out. Now that their relationship had been made public and Ling Xiaotian had 

agreed, Ling Qingxue had less to worry about. She held Xia ruofei’s arm and walked out with him. 

Naturally, they attracted a lot of attention along the way. Ling Qingxue’s face was slightly red, but she 

still held Xia ruofei’s hand tightly. “Qingxue, I think I can hear the heartbreak of the male employees in 

your company ...” Xia ruofei said with a smile. “Nonsense!” Ling Qingxue pouted. Xia ruofei said 

exaggeratedly,”how could it be nonsense?” Oh ... Could there be female employees? I can’t believe that 

my wife’s beauty has already reached the point where both men and women are attracted to her! This is 

too crazy ...” “You’re a bad guy!” Ling Qingxue bit her red lips and said,”do you think I won’t pinch you?” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh out loud, which attracted the envious gazes of many employees. Ling 

Qingxue walked Xia ruofei all the way to the first floor. “Qingxue, you should go back! There’s still a lot 

of work waiting for you to handle at the company!” Xia ruofei said. “En!” Ling Qingxue reluctantly 

said,”drive slowly then!” Xia ruofei grinned and said,”got it!” Thank you for your concern, wife!” Ling 

Qingxue rolled her eyes at Xia ruofei, but she did not correct him for taking advantage of her verbally. 

Instead, she walked up to him and hugged him gently. She looked into his eyes and said,””Ruofei, thank 

you!” “Wife, why don’t you give me some actual thanks?” Xia ruofei smiled and pointed to his face.”You 

know ...” Ling Qingxue’s face turned red. She looked left and right, then quickly stood on her tiptoes and 

kissed Xia ruofei lightly on the lips. Then, she ran away with a red face. Xia ruofei chuckled. He had only 

wanted to kiss her face, but he ended up kissing her on the lips instead. He had exceeded the task! Xia 



ruofei savored the faint fragrance on his lips as he went to the underground parking lot to find his Knight 

XV off – Road vehicle and drove back to the farm. When he reached home, Xia ruofei entered the spirit 

map space and transferred the two Blood Dragons, which had grown to nearly 50 centimeters, into a 

plastic container. He then dripped some low – Concentration flower petal solution into it. It was a quiet 

night. The next day, Xia ruofei woke up early to wash up. Then, he tidied up his hair and carefully shaved 

his beard. He found a suit and changed into it. This was the Brioni suit provided by the hotel when he 

went to the truffle auction in Shen Cheng city. It was the best suit Xia ruofei had and cost as much as 

5000 US dollars. Xia ruofei usually did not care much about his appearance and would not deliberately 

pursue international brands. He had never bought such a high – end formal suit before. This was the first 

time he was going to pay a formal visit, so Xia ruofei naturally had to dress formally. Just as Xia ruofei 

was about to go downstairs, he suddenly stopped in his tracks. Other than these blood red Dragons, 

should I bring some other gifts? It was his first time visiting his future father – in – Law. Should he bring 

some cigarettes, wine, tea, fruits, and so on? When he thought of wine, Xia ruofei suddenly had an idea. 

Last time, he bought 25 big jars of Drunken Eight Immortals white wine, a total of 5000 catties. It must 

have been stored in the medium for a few months. He wondered how the taste was now. With this 

thought in mind, Xia ruofei was not in a hurry to go out. After locking the door and windows, he 

summoned the spirit painting scroll from his palm and entered the medium. He went straight to the 

place where the wine jars were placed, and casually opened the mud seal of a large wine jar and 

removed the lid. Suddenly, the fragrance of wine assailed his nose. Xia ruofei could clearly feel that this 

fragrance was much stronger than when he had first bought it. He picked up a ladle and scooped out 

some white wine from the jar. He brought it to his mouth and took a small sip. Immediately, the rich 

aroma of the wine filled his entire mouth. What was rare was that the originally choking drunken eight 

immortal had now disappeared without a trace. The mellow and smooth taste was even better than 

those high – end white wines on the market that cost one to two thousand Yuan. Xia ruofei couldn’t 

help but smacked his lips and resisted the urge to drink a few more mouthfuls. He poured the remaining 

wine in the spoon back and sipped it for a while. He still had to drive. It was fine to take a small sip but 

he couldn’t drink too much. Xia ruofei decided to bring some good wine to his future father – in – Law. 

He had ordered a lot of small porcelain bottles before. The last time he treated elder song, he used the 

same kind of porcelain bottle to bring the petal solution with him. There were still many empty bottles 

in the interspace. Xia ruofei immediately went to get three. However, he didn’t take the wine from the 

opened wine jar. Instead, he went to the wine jar that he had marked and opened the mud seal. When 

he opened the lid, he saw that this jar of wine was mixed with an entire exotic flower petal. If he wanted 

to give it to his future father – in – Law, he naturally had to give it the best. Besides, this jar of wine was 

200 catties. Xia ruofei didn’t feel any heartache at all for carrying two to three catties. He took a wine 

ladle and a funnel to fill three bottles of “exquisite space wine”. Then, he restored the wine jar to its 

original state, found the space soil and water from the pool to seal it again, and then left the spirit map 

space in a flash. When Xia ruofei went downstairs, ye Lingyun had already prepared breakfast. After 

breakfast, Xia ruofei informed ye Lingyun and left the farm in his Knight XV SUV, heading straight for Ling 

Xiaotian’s Riverside mansion. 

Chapter 253: Super nutrient solution_1 

In the Qingjiang villa district. In front of a mansion by the river in an excellent location, Ling Xiaotian was 

standing in the courtyard, looking forward to it. Ling Qingxue walked out of the villa and saw her father’s 

expression. She was both angry and amused.””Dad! You’ve been waiting outside since 6 am. Ruofei lives 



in the suburbs Changping, how could he have arrived so quickly?” Ling Xiaotian chuckled,”isn’t this the 

son-in-law-to-be’s first visit?” I’m so excited!” Ling Qingxue looked at Ling Xiaotian with disdain and 

said,””Dad, I think you’re not waiting for RUO Fei. You’re waiting for that pair of blood red Dragons!” 

Ling Xiaotian, whose thoughts had been seen through by Ling Qingxue, was not embarrassed. He 

chuckled and said,””It’s the same, it’s the same. It’s a daughter and son-in-law’s filial piety! Of course, I 

have to pay attention to it!” Ling Qingxue’s face blushed slightly, and her heart was filled with 

happiness. After the father and daughter chatted for a while, the sharp – eyed Ling Qingxue was the first 

to notice the Knight XV’s carriage. It was extremely eye – catching, and it was hard not to be noticed. 

“Dad! RUO Fei is here!” Ling Qingxue’s words were filled with joy. “Where is it? Where is it?” Ling 

Xiaotian hurriedly asked. Ling Qingxue pointed at Knight XV in the distance and said,””It’s that black 

SUV. ” After Ling Xiaotian clearly saw Knight XV’s domineering appearance, he couldn’t help but be 

stunned. He said,””Woof! Little Xia’s car is not bad!” “It’s more than “not bad”!” Ling Qingxue said 

proudly,”this is a limited edition Knight XV. There are only a few of them in the country!” Ling Xiaotian 

nodded and said,”yes, I’ve heard of this car. It’s worth more than ten million!” Little Xia’s financial 

strength is much stronger than I thought! You are worthy of my daughter!” “Dad!” Ling Qingxue said 

seriously. Even if RUO Fei is penniless, I will still like him! In my opinion, feelings and money are not 

linked!” Ling Xiaotian was stunned for a moment before he chuckled and said,””It’s daddy who’s too 

tacky!” Ling Xiaotian then sighed,”I’ve been doing business for so many years, and I’ve unknowingly 

been stained with the stench of money!” Qingxue, you and RUO Fei have taught me a lesson these past 

two days!” “Hehe!” Ling Qingxue stuck out her tongue mischievously and reached out to hold her 

father’s arm. While the father and daughter were talking, Xia ruofei had already arrived at the villa. 

“Uncle Ling! Qingxue!” Xia ruofei jumped out of the car and greeted the two. Ling Qingxue looked at Xia 

ruofei, who was wearing a Bourney suit. Her beautiful eyes couldn’t help but flash with a strange light. 

Xia ruofei, who had absorbed at least dozens of petals of the exotic flower, had a natural affinity. Now 

that he was wearing a formal suit, his handsome appearance and tall figure made him look even more 

handsome. “Little Xia is here! Welcome, welcome!” Ling Xiaotian laughed as he spoke. However, his 

eyes were eagerly looking into the car, and he did not notice that Xia ruofei had specially tidied up his 

appearance for today’s visit. Xia ruofei knew what was going on. He blinked at Ling Qingxue and quickly 

walked to the back of the car. Xia ruofei opened the back door of the car and took out a large box from 

the spirit map space that he had found on the road. He placed the two blood red Dragons in the box. 

“Uncle Ling, this is the Blood Red Dragon that Qingxue and I are giving you ...” Xia ruofei said. “I’ll take it, 

I’ll take it ...” Ling Xiaotian said hurriedly. Then, he carefully took the tidying box. His eyes fell on the two 

blood – Red Dragons inside. He suddenly gasped and was stunned. He couldn’t move his legs at all. Ling 

Xiaotian’s eyes were fixed on the two blood – Red Dragons in the box. He muttered to himself,””Top – 

grade ... It’s definitely top – grade ... His hair color is perfect! This figure, this curvace...It’s too beautiful 

... It’s simply unbelievable ...” Ling Qingxue laughed and said,”dad, let’s take it back to the house!” This 

pair of Blood Dragons is yours from now on, you can look at them as long as you want ...” Ling Xiaotian 

quickly said,”Qingxue, lower your voice!” Don’t disturb the pair of treasures ...” Ling Qingxue and Xia 

ruofei looked at each other and smiled bitterly. However, Ling Qingxue’s warning was still effective. Ling 

Xiaotian chuckled as he carried his luggage and walked into the villa. A large fish tank had already been 

prepared in the living room, right next to the huge television background wall. Ling Xiaotian carefully 

checked the temperature of the water, the pH level, and so on. Then, he carefully transferred the two 

red Arowana into the fish tank. Ling Xiaotian’s eyes were fixed on the two blood – Red Dragons in the 

fish tank, and his love for them was beyond words. “Xiao Xia, why do I feel that these two Blood Dragons 



seem to be a little dispirited?” Ling Xiaotian looked at it for a while, then said hesitantly,”it was still fine 

in your plastic box just now!” Xia ruofei went forward to take a look and saw the two Blood Dragons in 

the fish tank looking a little lazy. Xia ruofei thought for a moment and understood that these two fish 

were used to the spatial pool water. Occasionally, there would be petal solution, and they were not 

used to normal water. “Uncle Ling, I almost forgot ... Please wait for me!” Xia ruofei said. After saying 

that, he quickly walked out of the villa and returned to the car. He summoned the spirit map scroll from 

his palm and quickly contacted the space with his mind. He took out a bottle of the petal solution with 

the lowest concentration and immediately put the spirit map scroll away. Xia ruofei walked into the villa 

with the porcelain bottle and said with a smile,””Uncle Ling, these two fish are used to the nutrient 

solution that my friend and I concocted together, so they’re a little unaccustomed to the environment,” 

“Nutrient solution?” Ling Xiaotian was puzzled.”Do we need nutrient fluids to raise Red Arowana?” 

“You’ll know when you see it!” Xia ruofei smiled. With that, Xia ruofei opened the bottle and dripped a 

few drops of the flower petal solution into the fish tank. The two red Arowanas were invigorated and 

started swimming in the fish tank, wagging their tails. When Ling Xiaotian saw the immediate effect, he 

couldn’t help but widen his eyes. Xia ruofei wanted to laugh. The reason was simple. The two Blood 

Dragons were swimming in the fish tank to absorb the composition of the petals scattered in the water. 

“The effect is too obvious!” Ling Xiaotian took a deep breath and said,”little Xia, what kind of nutrient 

solution is this? There wouldn’t be any stimulants in it, would there? It’s very precious to the Blood Red 

Dragon. You can’t feed it to those random things!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”uncle Ling, don’t worry!” 

It’s absolutely natural and uncontaminated!” After he finished speaking, he passed the porcelain bottle 

to Ling Xiaotian and said,””Please keep this. Just drip a few drops every two days. This bottle can be 

used for a long time.” Ling Xiaotian hurriedly put it away as if he had obtained a treasure. Xia ruofei 

thought for a while and said,”uncle Ling, you can ask me for more when you’re done. However, this kind 

of nutrient solution is quite difficult to make. You must take good care of it. Also ... It’s best to use it 

sparingly ...” Xia ruofei was a little embarrassed when he said the last part. However, even though the 

petal solution was of the lowest purity, it was still very precious. If he did not say a few words, it would 

be a waste if Ling Xiaotian wasted it. “Good, good, good! Don’t worry, Xia, I’ll lock it in the safe! I 

definitely won’t let anyone else touch it!” Ling Xiaotian hurriedly said. 

Chapter 254: Fine wine in the exquisite space (1) 

The two blood – Red Dragons regained their vitality, and Ling Xiaotian’s attention was completely 

focused on the fish tank again. “It’s too beautiful ...” “This hair color ... It’s Red! It’s definitely the 

Emperor gene!” “It’s unbelievable that he has such a perfect body ...” Listening to Ling Xiaotian’s 

continuous muttering, Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue looked at each other and smiled bitterly. It seemed 

that they had underestimated the attraction of this top – grade blood – Red Dragon to the fish – crazy 

Ling Xiaotian. Xia ruofei took out the three bottles of wine he had prepared and said,””Uncle Ling, I also 

brought you some wine ...” “Oh, thank you, Xia.” Ling Xiaotian did not even turn his head as he said,”you 

give it to Qingxue! Just ask her to help me keep it ...” Seeing this, Ling Qingxue couldn’t help but stomp 

her feet and say,””Dad! How can you treat a guest like this? It’s RUO Fei’s first time here!” Only then did 

Ling Xiaotian reluctantly retract his gaze and sneered,””My dear daughter, you know that your dad has 

this kind of hobby. Besides, Xiao Xia is one of us. He won’t mind these formalities, right?” Xia ruofei was 

also a little embarrassed. He handed over the glass of wine in his hand and said,””I don’t mind, I don’t 

mind ... Uncle Ling, it’s mainly because this wine and the nutrient solution just now were contained in 

the same bottle, so I wanted to give you a reminder in case you get it wrong ...” When Ling Xiaotian 



heard this, he quickly replied,”yes, yes, yes!” Little Xia, you’re right! I’ll go and make a mark. ” What a 

joke! What if he accidentally poured the wine into the fish tank as nutrient solution and made the two 

precious blood red Dragons drunk to death? He might not be able to find a more perfect Blood Red 

Dragon in his life! Thus, Ling Xiaotian put the three bottles of wine that Xia ruofei had given him aside 

and picked up the bottle of “nutrient solution”. He found a roll of transparent tape from the drawer 

under the TV cabinet and wrapped it around the porcelain bottle. “Now I won’t be confused!” He said 

with a smile. “Qingxue,” Ling Xiaotian continued,”sit with little Xia for a while. I’ll keep this bottle of 

nutrient fluid!” With that, he ran upstairs with the porcelain bottle. It seemed like he was really going to 

lock the “nutrient solution” in the safe. Ling Qingxue was a little embarrassed as she said,””Ruofei, my 

dad is like that. Please don’t mind him!” “Hey! “What’s the big deal ...” Xia ruofei laughed nonchalantly 

and asked,”Oh right, Qingxue, you didn’t tell him that the pair of super blood red Dragons he saw on the 

internet last time was in my villa, did you?” “Of course I didn ‘t!” Ling Qingxue rolled her eyes at Xia 

ruofei and said,”if he knew, how could he sit still? I’m afraid I’ll have to go to your farm overnight ... I 

might just stay at your house every day and annoy you to death ...” At this point, Ling Qingxue couldn’t 

help but burst out laughing. Then, Ling Qingxue warned again,”ruofei, you’re not allowed to say 

anything either!” This pair of little red Dragons had already made him so obsessed. If he knew that such 

a pair of blood red Dragons were in your house, how terrible would that be? When he comes to your 

house every day, do you think you should give it to him or not? You promised me that we’ll raise the 

blood red Dragons together!” Xia ruofei chuckled,”sure, sure, sure!” I must listen to my wife on this 

matter!” At this moment, the sound of Ling Xiaotian’s footsteps could be heard from upstairs. He 

chuckled and asked,””Little Xia, Qingxue, what are you two talking about? Why do I seem to hear you 

guys talking about some Blood Red Dragon?” This old man’s ears are quite sharp! “Oh, we were talking 

about this pair of blood red Dragons!” Ling Qingxue said hurriedly, and then gave Xia ruofei a look. Xia 

ruofei quickly chimed in.”Yes, yes, yes. Uncle Ling, we’re talking about giving these Blood Dragons to a 

fish lover like you. It’s like giving a sword to a hero. They complement each other!” “Hahaha! Little Xia, 

you really have a way with words. ” Ling Xiaotian laughed heartily,”come, come, come! Let’s Drink Tea! 

Didn’t you like the Tieguanyin from yesterday? There are still a few more at home, let’s make them and 

drink them today! Qingxue, ask Madam Chen to prepare a few more dishes. Xiao Xia will stay for lunch!” 

“Alright!” Ling Qingxue happily went to find the nanny, Madam Chen, while Ling Xiaotian and Xia ruofei 

sat in front of the antique tea table. Ling Xiaotian personally began to make tea. After a while, Ling 

Qingxue also came over and sat next to Xia ruofei very naturally. The three of them chatted and the 

atmosphere was very harmonious. For Xia ruofei’s visit today, Ling Xiaotian had also pushed aside some 

social events, including company matters. It was clear that he valued Xia ruofei. It was inevitable that 

this was affected by yesterday’s incident. After all, Xia ruofei had such a strong network that even Tian 

Huilan had personally stood up for him. However, it was more because of Ling Xiaotian’s love for Ling 

Qingxue. As the saying goes,”love the house and its Crow”. Since he had acknowledged Xia ruofei as his 

future son – in – Law, he naturally liked him more and more. Ling Xiaotian and Xia ruofei both had 

military experience. Now that their two companies were in close cooperation, they naturally had many 

common topics to talk about. Ling Xiaotian’s cheerful laughter could be heard from the living room from 

time to time, and it was clear that he was in a good mood. Before they knew it, it was time for lunch. 

The three of them sat down in the dining room, and the nanny, Madam Chen, had already prepared a 

sumptuous lunch. “Ruofei, have some wine at noon!” Ling Xiaotian asked for Xia ruofei’s opinion.”Rest 

at home after you’re done. You’re not in a hurry to go back!” After chatting for an entire morning, Ling 

Xiaotian had changed the way he addressed Xia ruofei from “little Xia” to the more intimate “ruofei”. Xia 



ruofei smiled and nodded.””Then I’ll drink two glasses with uncle Ling.” “How can two cups be enough?” 

Ling Xiaotian said boldly,”US soldiers don’t drink in such a refined manner!” “Alright! Then I’ll risk my life 

to accompany you today!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. “Now this is more like it!” Ling Xiaotian nodded 

his head in satisfaction and said,”Qingxue, go to my wine cabinet and take that bottle ... Oh right! RUO 

Fei seemed to have brought wine today! Why don’t we try the wine RUO Fei brought today?” “Good, 

good! I’ll go get it!” Ling Qingxue said immediately. Ling Qingxue quickly brought the three bottles of 

wine over. Ling Xiaotian held one of the bottles in his hand and examined it for a long time before 

saying,””RUO Fei, why have I never seen this wine before? This bottle doesn’t look like it’s used to store 

wine ... Could it be that you brewed this wine yourself?” “Uncle Ling, try it first!” Xia ruofei said with a 

smile. Ling Xiaotian laughed and said,”ruofei, you’re still keeping me in suspense!” But I’m also an expert 

in alcohol testing! I’ll know the origin of this wine once I taste it!” “Dad, be careful not to blow your own 

trumpet!” Ling Qingxue chuckled. Ling Xiaotian sighed,”AI!” Girls are really biased towards outsiders ... 

They’re already working together with ruofei to target me, their father ...” “I didn’t ...” Ling Qingxue said 

coyly, her face red. Ling Xiaotian laughed and continued,””Let me taste what kind of good wine RUO Fei 

brought!” With that, Ling Xiaotian opened the bottle, and a rich aroma of wine immediately filled the 

dining room. ~ 

Chapter 255: Cooperation between the husband and the wife (1) 

Ling Xiaotian couldn’t help but sniff. Even Ling Qingxue, who rarely drank, could not help but ask in 

surprise,””Ruofei, what kind of wine is this? Why does it smell so good?” Ling Xiaotian took a deep 

breath and said,””This wine is very special. It’s not as rich as the Moutai wine or the Wuliangye wine, but 

it’s unique. It gives people a feeling of relaxation and floating like an immortal ...” As he spoke, he 

poured a glass into the small glass, then picked up the glass with his thumb and middle finger, brought it 

to his mouth steadily, and drank it in one gulp. Ling Xiaotian closed his eyes, his face revealing a 

reminiscing expression. After a long time, he opened his eyes and let out a long breath, praising,””Good 

wine!” Ling Qingxue giggled and asked,”dad!” Can you tell what wine it is?” Ling Xiaotian thought for a 

moment and said with uncertainty,””It’s a bit like the famous Drunken Eight Immortals of three 

mountains, but it doesn’t have the smell of smoke and fire like the Drunken Eight Immortals. The taste is 

rich and smooth, not burning the throat at all, and it also has a lingering fragrance. This wine ... Should 

not be sold in the market, at least I’ve never drunk it before!” Xia ruofei couldn’t help but admire him. 

His future father – in – Law was indeed an expert in wine country! He could actually tell the truth after 

drinking a cup. Ling Qingxue also looked at Xia ruofei. “Uncle Ling, to be able to taste the flavor of the 

Drunken Eight Immortals, it shows that you are indeed an expert!” Xia ruofei smiled. “Oh? Does that 

mean ... This wine is really the Drunken Eight Immortals?” Ling Xiaotian said in shock,”that’s impossible! 

I’ve been drinking drunken eight immortal’s wine for more than twenty years. I’ve even drunk the wine 

in bulk, but it’s never tasted this good!” Ling Xiaotian, like many other natives of the three mountains, 

loved Drunken Eight Immortals more than high – end wines like Wuliangye and Maotai. In Ling Xiaotian’s 

words, this was the taste of feelings, memories, and youth. Hence, he was very familiar with the taste of 

Drunken Eight Immortals. When Xia ruofei said that it was Drunken Eight Immortals, he was shocked. 

“Uncle Ling, this wine is an improved version of the Drunken Eight Immortals.” Xia ruofei said with a 

smile. “Could it be that medicinal ingredients were added?” Ling Xiaotian asked in surprise. “Almost! 

However, it won’t have the pungent smell of the medicinal wine. ” Xia ruofei said. Seeing that Xia ruofei 

did not elaborate, Ling Xiaotian tactfully did not press further. Instead, he smiled and said,””RUO Fei, I 

didn’t expect you to have this ability! This drunken eight immortal was simply reborn after being 



improved! Those expensive bottles of wine can’t even compare to your wine!” “Uncle Ling, you’re too 

kind ...” Xia ruofei said, smiling. Ling Xiaotian thought for a moment and asked again,”ruofei, is it difficult 

to mass produce this wine?” If we can mass produce it, the market prospects should be very good!” Xia 

ruofei thought for a moment and said,”the wine I brought today is the special edition. It’s a little difficult 

to mass produce, but we have another one. It might not taste as good as this, but it’s still much better 

than the original Drunken Eight Immortals. It’s relatively easy to mass produce this wine.” The wine that 

Xia ruofei had brought to Ling Xiaotian was one that had been infused with the petals of an exotic 

flower. Furthermore, two hundred catties of wine had used up one of his petals. Naturally, he could not 

use such precious petals to brew wine. No matter how big the profit was, it would not be worth it! As for 

the other type of wine that Xia ruofei mentioned, it had zero cost. It only needed to be stored in the 

realm for a while and ‘mass production’ would not be difficult at all. Ling Xiaotian’s eyes lit up when he 

heard this. He muttered to himself for a moment before saying,””Ruofei, why don’t we work together to 

set up a winery? The Dingfeng winery that produces the Eight Immortals drunk has been having a hard 

time operating for the past few years. Recently, I heard that the boss is planning to sell the winery ...” 

Ling Xiaotian himself was in the food circle, so he was naturally more well – informed in this aspect. 

When he first heard the news, he felt that it was a pity. After all, Drunken Eight Immortals was a wine 

that he had loved since he was young, and he still loved it to this day. After selling off the decades – old 

brand, it was hard to say if the brand would be able to survive. Now, Ling Xiaotian saw a new business 

opportunity. If Xia ruofei had a way to make Drunken Eight Immortals wine turn over a new leaf, they 

could join hands and buy the winery. This old and established brand would definitely have a second 

spring. And the profit margin would be huge. Ling Xiaotian continued.”Ruofei, as long as you agree, I’ll 

pay for the acquisition. You’ll be the technology shareholder. How about we each take half the shares?” 

Xia ruofei didn’t expect to get a cooperation project out of drinking. He thought for a while and 

asked,””Uncle Ling, it’s not cheap to buy a winery, is it?” Ling Xiaotian didn’t seem to mind,””The 

Dingfeng winery is not a big one, and many of its equipment are relatively old. I think we can get it with 

about ten million!” “So expensive?” Xia ruofei quickly asked. Uncle Ling, I can’t just take half of the 

shares for free!” Ling Xiaotian laughed and said,”ruofei, you must know that your skills are the key to the 

winery’s revival. Besides, if you have money, you can do it on your own. So, five million is not expensive 

at all!” Besides, we’re on the same side, is there a need to be so calculative?” “Uncle Ling, it’s still too 

early to talk about the share distribution. Let’s not talk about this for now.” Xia ruofei smiled bitterly. I’ll 

bring some of that wine over for you to try tomorrow, and you can decide after you’ve tasted it! You 

haven’t even seen the wine yet! It’s a little too hasty to buy the winery ...” Ling Xiaotian laughed and 

said,”how can I not trust you?” But since you’ve said so, I’ll wait for you to bring the wine over. It’s good 

to try it!” “Alright! We’ll make a decision after you drink that wine!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. “I have 

confidence in you! You’re a young man who’s good at creating miracles. ” Ling Xiaotian chuckled and 

said,”ruofei, remember this! Bring the wine over as soon as possible. Once it’s decided to purchase, 

there’s still a lot of work to be done! Don’t let anyone else get there first. ” “Alright!” Xia ruofei replied. 

At that moment, Ling Qingxue said coyly,””Dad! Why did they suddenly talk about business? Don’t you 

think your life is boring? talking about work during a meal at home?” Ling Xiaotian was stunned for a 

moment before he burst out laughing,””Occupational disease, occupational disease, hahaha ... Come, 

let’s not talk about work. Let’s drink!” After he finished speaking, Ling Xiaotian personally poured Xia 

ruofei a glass of wine and poured himself a glass. “Qingxue, why don’t you have a taste?” Ling Xiaotian 

said with a smile. “Alright!” Ling Qingxue pouted and said,”I’ll try it too and see if it’s as magical as you 

say ...” After Ling Qingxue poured the wine, Ling Xiaotian raised his glass and said,””Come! Let’s have a 



drink together! RUO Fei, from now on, I’m handing my daughter over to you. You must treat Qingxue 

well and not bully her, understand?” “Uncle Ling, I’ll remember this!” Xia ruofei said seriously. Ling 

Qingxue glanced at Xia ruofei affectionately. The three of them clinked their glasses and drank together. 

Xia ruofei and Ling Xiaotian both finished their drinks in one go, while Ling Qingxue took a small sip. 

“Great! Good wine ... It’s really good wine!” Ling Xiaotian smacked his lips, revealing an expression of 

reminiscence. Ling Qingxue was also surprised,”this wine tastes really good!” It’s not choking at all, and 

it even has a sweet fragrance ...” White wine was spicy and pungent. Generally speaking, girls didn’t like 

to drink it. Even when Ling Qingxue was socializing, she would at most drink red wine. However, after 

drinking the spatial wine that Xia ruofei had brought today, she actually liked the taste very much. “Even 

my precious daughter can’t stop praising it. This wine is really good!” Ling Xiaotian laughed. The three of 

them chatted as they ate, and the atmosphere was very harmonious. Xia ruofei and Ling Xiaotian also 

clinked their glasses. The two former soldiers drank very quickly and downed their glasses. Ling Qingxue 

had also drunk two small cups. Her pretty face was slightly red, and there was a hint of red in her white 

skin, making her even more beautiful. After the meal, they had drunk two out of three bottles of wine. 

Most of them were drunk by Xia ruofei and Ling Xiaotian. Each of them had drunk about half a kilogram. 

Ling Xiaotian’s alcohol tolerance was very good. After drinking so much, he didn’t feel drunk at all. After 

the three of them finished their meal, Ling Xiaotian stood up and said,””Ruofei, Qingxue, I’m going back 

to the company! Qingxue, don’t go to work in the afternoon. Stay at home and rest with RUO Fei!” With 

that, Ling Xiaotian grabbed his bag and left. His chauffeur was already waiting at the villa’s entrance. It 

seemed like Ling Xiaotian had already made arrangements. From the start, he had planned to give his 

daughter and future son – in – Law some alone time after lunch. After Ling Xiaotian left, Xia ruofei 

looked at Ling Qingxue and chuckled.””Hehe! Wife, father – in – Law asked you to accompany me to rest 

for a while. Why don’t we go back to our room now? Time is precious ...” ~ 

Chapter 256: cold water_1 

Ling Qingxue’s face immediately turned red. Her face was already red after drinking two glasses of wine, 

and now she was even more shy, making her look even more beautiful. Xia ruofei couldn’t help but feel 

a little lost. Ling Qingxue pouted and said,”bad guy!” What are you thinking about all day?” Xia ruofei 

showed an innocent expression and said,””I just wanted to find a place to rest! Today, your dad forced 

me to drink a little bit of white wine. I’m very dizzy now and want to sleep!” Xia ruofei pretended to be 

confused and asked,””Qingxue, what do you think I’m thinking?” Ling Qingxue bit her lower lip, her eyes 

wide open. She looked at Xia ruofei for a long time before saying,””You’re a bad guy! He did it on 

purpose ...” Xia ruofei burst out laughing. However, Ling Qingxue was really concerned about Xia ruofei. 

She quickly asked,””RUO Fei, is your head really that dizzy?” Xia ruofei immediately groaned.”Yes ... Not 

only do I feel dizzy, but it also hurts ... It’s as if something is shaking in my head ...” “Then ... Then hurry 

up and lie down for a while ...” Ling Qingxue said in a hurry,”let’s go!” Let’s go upstairs ...” Ling Qingxue 

did not notice Xia ruofei’s sly smile. After she finished speaking, she held Xia ruofei’s hand and walked 

upstairs. Very quickly, they pushed open a door and entered a room. Once he entered, Xia ruofei could 

smell a faint fragrance. He looked at the furnishings in the room – a light pink dressing table, a princess 

bed with a muslin curtain, and all kinds of cute dolls ... Obviously, this was Ling Qingxue’s bedroom! 

“Qingxue, just find me a guest room ...” Xia ruofei was a little embarrassed. Ling Qingxue blushed and 

said,””It’s the same! Quickly lie down for a while. ” Ling Qingxue then pressed on Xia ruofei’s shoulder 

and made him sit on the edge of the bed. “Ruofei, I’ll go make you some honey water to cure the 

alcohol!” Ling Qingxue said,”you should lie down and rest for a while!” After speaking, Ling Qingxue 



turned to leave. But Xia ruofei hugged her waist. Xia ruofei was sitting on the edge of the bed, while the 

tall Ling Qingxue was standing. So, when Xia ruofei hugged him, his face was immediately stuck near 

Ling Qingxue’s small belly. Ling Qingxue groaned and struggled to say,””RUO Fei ... RUO Fei ...” “What?” 

Xia ruofei finally stopped and looked at her with burning eyes. Ling Qingxue shyly avoided Xia ruofei’s 

gaze and said in a low voice,””I can’t today ... I ... I’m not feeling well ...” The fire in Xia ruofei’s heart 

immediately subsided like the tide. He lay on Ling Qingxue’s body like a deflated ball. Ling Qingxue 

pouted and said,”hurry up and go down!” You’re so heavy ...” Xia ruofei turned over with Ling Qingxue 

in his arms. The two of them lay on their sides and looked at each other. “Qingxue ... Why didn’t you say 

so earlier ...” Xia ruofei said gloomily. “How would I know you’re so evil!” Ling Qingxue glared at Xia 

ruofei and said,”do you expect me to tell you not to move when you enter the house? my ... My relative 

is here.” At this point, Ling Qingxue couldn’t help but blush and giggle. Xia ruofei turned over gloomily 

and lay on his back on Ling Qingxue’s fragrant princess bed. He looked at the muslin canopy above his 

head and said,””You little evil spirit ...” Ling Qingxue turned around and gently placed her face on Xia 

ruofei’s broad chest. She said softly,””Alright...Ruofe...In a few days...It will be fine in a few days. By 

then, you can do whatever you want ...” Ling Qingxue’s face was already red from embarrassment, as if 

it was about to bleed. Seeing Ling Qingxue’s shy look, Xia ruofei’s heart couldn’t help but flutter. He 

reached out to hug her delicate body and said,””You said it yourself! You’re not allowed to run when the 

time comes!” Ling Qingxue bit her lower lip and nodded slightly. Xia ruofei couldn’t help but hold Ling 

Qingxue’s beautiful face and kiss her deeply again ... Xia ruofei stayed in Ling Qingxue’s boudoir for a 

few hours. He only drove out of the Ling family villa when the effects of the alcohol had subsided in the 

evening. Back at the farm villa, Xia ruofei and ye Lingyun had a simple dinner together and then went 

upstairs to their room. He took a long, cold shower in the bathroom before the fire in his heart was 

slowly suppressed. Thinking about how Ling Qingxue had said shyly that she would let him do whatever 

he wanted in a few days, Xia ruofei’s heart could not help but flutter. His face revealed a look of 

anticipation. …… For the next few days, Xia ruofei mainly stayed in the farm. He had originally planned to 

travel around, but elder song was currently recuperating in Sanshan city. He had to prepare Chinese 

medicine every two or three days. Although Xia ruofei did not have to personally send her to guling 

courtyard, it was the security staff officer, Xu Wu, who brought a doctor from the medical team to 

collect the medicine from Xia ruofei. However, he would definitely not be able to leave Sanshan for a 

long time. Moreover, if anything were to happen to elder song’s condition, he could deal with it 

immediately if he stayed in San Shan city. Therefore, the travel plan was temporarily put on hold. Xia 

ruofei had invited Ling Qingxue to the farm to play a few times, but the girl probably knew what was 

going to happen and was still a little shy. She kept saying that she was busy with work and did not come. 

Xia ruofei did not want to be too impatient. Of course, the main reason was that he did not want to put 

pressure on Ling Qingxue. Everything on the farm was running smoothly, and the construction progress 

was also very smooth. For a moment, Xia ruofei, the boss, had nothing to do. And Xia ruofei was 

someone who couldn’t stay idle, so he started thinking of ways to get some money. The last time, the 

spirit map space’s upgrade was only half completed, and Xia ruofei had been thinking about it all this 

time! Xia ruofei started to take stock of the resources he currently had and quickly made a decision ... 

Chapter 257: A hundred – year – old ginseng (1) 

Xia ruofei was thinking about the wild ginseng in the medium. Ginseng was hermaphrodite. In the 

natural world, wild ginseng seeds were planted by birds and beasts. After birds and beasts ate ginseng 

seeds, because the ginseng seeds had a relatively hard shell, they were not easy to digest. Therefore, 



they would be excreted by the bird and beast’s feces. The relatively high temperature in the bird beast’s 

body would have a catalytic effect on the growth of the seed, so if the fruit fell in the right place, it 

would grow new teeth, and finally achieve the reproduction of ginseng. The environment in the spirit 

map space was blessed by the heavens with rich spirit Qi supporting it. Therefore, after these ginseng 

seeds fell off automatically, most of them would germinate and survive next to the mother plant. Now, 

the land where he had planted the ginseng was already densely covered with ginseng, and the ginseng 

that had been planted in the beginning had already grown very big. The last time Xia ruofei dug one out 

and gave it to elder song, even song Zhengping and song Zhilan, the descendants of the wealthy families, 

were shocked. It was obvious how precious it was. If Xia ruofei wanted to buy jades to complete this 

incomplete upgrade, he would have to prepare at least a few million Yuan worth of jades. Otherwise, he 

might not even have enough. After thinking about it, only this ginseng could be exchanged for so much 

money in such a short time. Hence, Xia ruofei randomly picked two ginseng and carefully dug them out. 

These two ginsengs were slightly bigger than the one he had given to elder song a few days ago. By 

industry standards, they were at least a hundred years old, and each could be sold for at least two 

million! Xia ruofei skillfully processed the ginseng, packed it in a paper box, and placed it in the medium. 

This time, he didn’t plan to go to the Tongren Hall in the San Shan city to sell it again. After all, he had 

already sold three sticks in one go. If he brought out two more old and better – looking wild mountain 

ginseng this time, it would inevitably attract the attention of people with ulterior motives. As for the 

other pharmacies in the city, Xia ruofei was not sure. After all, they did not have the century – old 

Foundation of Tongren Hall. He was not sure if they had the ability to buy two hundred – year – old 

ginsengs at one time and whether they could afford the ideal price in his mind. Hence, Xia ruofei 

decided not to sell the two wild ginsengs in Sanshan city. Elder song’s Chinese medicine had just been 

taken away today, and the next time would be three days later when Xu Wu would bring people to Tao 

Yuan farm to get it. Hence, Xia ruofei had plenty of time. He searched on the internet and quickly chose 

a place that was adjacent to the southeast province, the capital of Jiangsu and Zhejiang Province, 

Qiantang city. It only took about an hour to fly from Sanshan to Qiantang city, and there were many 

flights, so there was no problem even for a day round trip. Xia ruofei immediately booked a return ticket 

online. Considering that he had plenty of time, he booked the return ticket for the next day. At the same 

time, he searched on the map and found a five – Star hotel near the largest Tongren Tang pharmacy in 

Qiantang city. He booked a single room. Today’s flight to Qiantang city was at around oneo’ clock in the 

afternoon. After Xia ruofei had lunch in the villa, he informed ye Lingyun and pang Hao and drove the 

pickup truck straight to Changping International Airport. Xia ruofei arrived at Qiantang city a little after 

twoo’ clock. He didn’t bring much luggage with him, just a small travel bag with two paper boxes for wild 

ginseng, so he took a taxi at the airport and went straight to Tongren Tang pharmacy. The Tongren Tang 

branch in Qiantang city was bigger than the one in Sanshan city. The moment Xia ruofei entered, a shop 

assistant came over to ask about it. “Sir, do you need medical treatment or medicine?” The sales 

assistant revealed a professional smile and asked,”our Tongren Hall also has experienced Chinese 

medicine practitioners.” Xia ruofei looked around and said,””I have two old mountain ginsengs for sale. 

Do you accept wild ones?” The shop assistant was stunned for a moment before quickly saying,””If it’s 

old enough, good quality, and we’ve verified that it’s a wild old ginseng, we, Tongren Hall, will buy it!” 

“The ginseng is definitely not a problem.” Xia ruofei smiled confidently and said,”get someone to 

appraise it!” “Okay, please wait here for a moment, Sir.” The shop assistant nodded. Then, the shop 

assistant led Xia ruofei to a counter and quickly found an old Chinese doctor in a white coat. “Dr. Huang, 

this is the gentleman who said that he has wild ginseng for sale.” The sales assistant said respectfully. 



The old Chinese doctor was about 70 years old. His hair was all white and he was wearing a pair of 

reading glasses. He adjusted his glasses and sized Xia ruofei up.””Young man, we don’t accept ordinary 

ginseng here. It must be wild ginseng that is more than 20 years old.” Xia ruofei smiled and took out a 

paper box from his travel bag. He placed it on the counter and gently pushed it in front of Dr. 

Huang.”Please take a look first! If you don’t accept it, I’ll go ask someone else. ” Dr. Huang was stunned 

when she saw Xia ruofei take out such a long paper box. Was there a need for such a large paper box to 

store a wild ginseng? It was no wonder that Dr. Huang was so suspicious. Normally, wild ginseng wasn’t 

that big. Even a chopstick – sized authentic wild ginseng could be sold at a high price. Dr. Huang opened 

the box with a puzzled look. When he saw the thick wild ginseng, his pupils shrank and he took a deep 

breath. His breathing became rapid. He quickly bent down to examine it carefully. He carefully picked up 

the wild ginseng and examined it over and over again. Finally, he even took out a magnifying glass from 

his pocket to observe some details. Finally, Dr. Huang gently put the wild ginseng into the paper box and 

said to herself in a trembling voice,””The five forms and six bodies are perfect, and it’s definitely a wild 

ginseng that’s more than a hundred years old ... It’s so rare!” Xia ruofei smiled and asked,”Sir, do you 

accept this wild ginseng?” “Yes, yes, yes, yes!” Dr. Huang quickly said. If you don’t even accept this kind 

of top – grade ginseng, what other wild ginseng is worth collecting?” Xia ruofei had already expected Dr. 

Huang’s reaction. He gently closed the box and asked,””Then state your price! If the price is right, I’ll sell 

it to you ...” “This wild ginseng is too precious. I’ll have to ask the general manager. Young man, please 

wait a moment ...” Dr. Huang said after a moment of silence. After that, Dr. Huang quickly left the 

counter. Her steps were so vigorous that she didn’t look like a 70 – year – old man at all. Soon, a middle 

– aged man in a suit and leather shoes walked over with Dr. Huang. He extended his hand to Xia ruofei 

from afar and said,””Hello, Sir. I’m the General Manager of the Qiantang branch of Tongren Hall. My 

surname is Lin.” Xia ruofei shook his hand and said,””Nice to meet you, President Lin.” CEO Lin briefly 

examined the wild ginseng. Dr. Huang must have already reported to him, so he quickly said,””Sir, we 

are willing to buy this wild ginseng for 2.1 million Yuan. Are you satisfied with this price?” 

Chapter 258: The expensive iron – skinned Kaede fight (1) 

After President Lin finished speaking, he secretly observed Xia ruofei. When Xia ruofei heard the price of 

2.1 million, he didn’t even lift his eyelids and his expression was still very calm. ‘This young man is not an 

ordinary person ...’ President Lin thought. If a person from an ordinary family heard that a stick of 

ginseng could be sold at the sky – High price of 2.1 million Yuan, it was impossible for their expression to 

remain unchanged, no matter how good they were at maintaining their energy. Xia ruofei’s reaction 

could only mean that he was either very rich and 2.1 million was nothing to him, or that he was very 

familiar with the price and had expected it. President Lin muttered in his heart, isn’t the price too low? 

To be fair, this price was relatively fair, but this rare hundred – year – old ginseng couldn’t be measured 

by conventional standards, because it was in high demand but not in the market. The rarer something 

was, the more precious it would be. President Lin was thinking about whether he should raise the 

purchase price a little more. After all, if he missed out on such a precious hundred – year – old ginseng, 

he didn’t know when he would be able to find another one. Just then, Xia ruofei smiled and said,””This 

price is quite appropriate, but ...” At first, President Lin’s heart was slightly relieved, but when he heard 

the word “however,” he couldn’t help but feel nervous again. Xia ruofei continued,”I still have one wild 

ginseng. If I sell both of them, how much can you pay?” With that, Xia ruofei took out another paper box 

from his bag. Dr. Huang’s eyelids twitched when she saw a paper box of the same size. Could it be that 

there was another wild ginseng of similar size in there? Dr. Huang was shocked by his own thoughts. He 



thought to himself,”It was impossible! Absolutely impossible! Such wild ginseng could only be 

encountered by luck, and finding one was already a great fortune. How could he have two at the same 

time? President Lin gestured to Dr. Huang, asking him to verify that ran ran wasn’t an expert in this area. 

Professional things should be left to the professionals. Dr. Huang nodded and opened the box. Hiss ... 

President Lin and Dr. Huang gasped at the same time, and their eyes were filled with shock. It was such a 

Big Top quality wild ginseng! A situation that they didn’t even dare to imagine had actually occurred! Dr. 

Huang’s breathing became heavy. He immediately bent over and began to examine it carefully. 

President Lin looked at Dr. Huang nervously, and his palms were sweating. Xia ruofei smiled and 

said,”chief Lin, I was thinking of selling one at a time. After all, if I sell two at the same time, you might 

lower the price.” However, I see that your price is quite realistic, so I might as well sell them all to you! 

Of course, the premise is that the price can satisfy me!” Dr. Huang finished the identification process 

very quickly. He nodded slightly at Mr. Lin, indicating that there was no problem with the ginseng. The 

excitement on President Lin’s face hadn’t faded. He quickly calculated in his mind and said,””Sir, thank 

you for trusting us so much! We’ll take both of them for a total of 4.35 million Yuan. What do you 

think?” After hearing Xia ruofei’s words, President Lin naturally did not dare to lower the price. He had 

asked for 2.1 million for the previous one. The two ginsengs were almost the same size and weight. The 

total price should have been 4.2 million, but President Lin added another 150000 in hopes of making 

sure that Xia ruofei was satisfied with the price and could get these two precious hundred – year – old 

wild ginsengs. It was really too difficult to find pure wild ginseng these days. It could be said that it was 

almost extinct. These two ginsengs were purchased at the price of 4.35 million. If they met a rich Big 

Boss, Tongren Hall would make a big profit. In the eyes of an old Chinese doctor like Dr. Huang, such a 

precious wild ginseng should be kept as the treasure of the shop. It could be a rare medicinal herb that 

could save lives at a critical moment! Xia ruofei did not hesitate. He nodded and said,””Sure.” “That’s 

great!” President Lin said happily,”Thank you, sir! Thank you!” Soon, the pharmacy staff prepared the 

relevant transfer documents. After both parties signed, the pharmacy immediately started to transfer 

the money to the bank card that Xia ruofei had provided. When the staff was transferring the money, 

Mr. Lin personally chatted with Xia ruofei. He sounded like he was trying to test him, but Xia ruofei 

always changed the topic. At this time, a fat middle – aged man with a big belly walked into the Tongren 

Tang pharmacy in a hurry. The fat man was wearing a monkeller down jacket and a thick gold chain 

around his short and thick neck. He exuded a rich aura of a nouveau riche. As soon as the fat man came 

in, his eyes fell on President Lin and he said loudly,””Old Lin, I heard that you have the special grade Iron 

Skin maple?” When President Lin saw the fat man, he quickly apologized to Xia ruofei in a low voice and 

greeted him with a big smile. “Boss Hu, a new batch of goods arrived yesterday. I called you early in the 

morning to tell you about it!” President Lin said. “That’s nice of you, old Lin!”Boss Hu said with a 

satisfied smile. “Boss Hu, do you still want one kilogram?” President Lin asked tentatively. “Give me 

more this time!” Boss Hu said casually. You’ll run out of stock from time to time, and I don’t feel at ease 

buying from other places!” “Alright!” President Lin laughed. Then ... How much do you need?” “Two 

kilograms, I think!” “No problem!” President Lin said happily. Then, he quickly ordered the shop 

assistant to prepare the goods. Soon, the shop assistant brought out two large boxes of exquisitely 

wrapped iron – skinned maples and handed them to boss Hu. Boss Hu was obviously an old customer. 

He took it and opened it briefly, then said straightforwardly,””Alright! The bill please!” Xia ruofei was 

standing right beside the cash register, so when boss Hu came over, he moved to the side. Boss Hu took 

out a Platinum Card and handed it to the shop assistant. The shop assistant skillfully entered the price 

and handed the password device to boss Hu. Xia ruofei glanced at it and realized that it was two 



hundred thousand! He couldn’t help but be a little speechless. He couldn’t help but look at the two 

boxes in boss Hu’s hands. This iron – hide Kaede bucket is so expensive? If it’s 200000 Yuan ... Then one 

kilogram would cost 100000 Yuan! Xia ruofei calculated silently in his heart and couldn’t help but reveal 

a surprised expression. Very quickly, boss Hu finished swiping his card, bade farewell to Lin Zhong, and 

left with the iron maple bucket. At this moment, Xia ruofei also received a text message. President Lin 

walked over with a smile and said,””Sir, we’ve already transferred the money. Please check and receive 

it!” Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.”Yes, I have. Thank you, Mr. Lin!” “You’re too kind!” President Lin 

quickly said,”Sir, this is my business card. If you have such good goods in the future, please consider our 

store at once!” Xia ruofei took the name card and smiled.””No problem,” he said. Then, Xia ruofei asked 

curiously,””By the way, Mr. Lin, can you introduce to me the fengdou that the boss just bought? Why is 

the price so high?” 

Chapter 259: Search (1) 

“Sir, what boss Hu just bought is the authentic laoyan mountain’s iron – Skin maples.” President Lin 

quickly said,”the iron – Skin maples are a very precious Chinese medicinal herb. It’s a dried product 

made from fresh iron – Skin Dendi strips and is rich in Dendi glucose, Dendi alkali, and Dendi aminite.” It 

has the effects of nourishing the five internal organs, anti – aging, lowering the three highs, inhibiting 

tumors, and so on. It’s a life – saving immortal herb that many critically ill patients dream of!” CEO Lin 

was very familiar with the business. Once Xia ruofei asked him, he immediately spoke with confidence 

and eloquence. “Mr. Lin, is there anything special about the iron – Skin maples of laoyan mountain that 

can be sold at such a high price?” Xia ruofei asked again. President Lin smiled and said,”since ancient 

times, Mount Yandang has been recognized as the best producer of iron – Skin Dendrobium. It has been 

known as the ‘hometown of China’s iron – Skin Dendrobium’. Because of its high quality, it has been 

regarded as a sacred product. It has been enjoyed by the royal family and aristocrats for generations.” 

During the Qianlong period of the Qing Dynasty, there was a record in the “this grass is renewed”:”Iron 

– Skin Dendrobium, at the top of laoyan mountain.” Then, President Lin said with some pride,””Our 

Tongren Tang branch in Qiantang city has a great advantage in this regard because it’s close to the 

production area. We can get the best iron – skinned maples in the first place, and many bosses from 

other places often come to buy from us.” Xia ruofei asked some more specific questions, and CEO Lin 

answered everything he knew. Through his understanding, Xia ruofei knew that wild iron – Skin 

Dendrobium was very rare. It was a second – grade protected plant in the country. The high – grade iron 

– Skin maple currently on sale were all processed from the iron – Skin Dendrobium fresh strips 

cultivated in an artificial wild environment. This was also within Xia ruofei’s expectations. After all, if 

they only relied on collecting wild iron – Skin Dendrobium for such a precious medicinal material, it 

would not be able to meet the demand at all. Moreover, it would soon become an endangered species 

due to excessive collection. At the same time, Xia ruofei also found out that the best wild iron – Skin 

Dendrobium grew in laoyan mountain, which was the northern Yandang mountain. Although it was rare, 

iron – Skin Dendi mostly grew on the steep cliffs and cliffs. There were many places that ordinary people 

could not go up, so it was not extinct. Xia ruofei asked in such detail because he had the idea of growing 

iron – Skin Dendrobium in the medium. He had been thinking about this problem for a long time. The 

space was not fully utilized, and the species was still too singular, so there were less profit points. A few 

days ago, Xia ruofei had planned to go out more often to look for high – value crops that were more 

suitable for planting. Today, when he came to sell wild ginseng, he happened to see Mr. Hu buying the 

exorbitant Ironhide maples, which gave Xia ruofei inspiration. After Xia ruofei understood the situation 



in detail, he expressed his gratitude to Mr. Lin and left the Tongren Tang pharmacy. He didn’t buy some 

old wild goose Mountain Iron – Skin maple doughnuts as Mr. Lin had expected. Xia ruofei had the 

wonderful spirit map space and the petals of the strange flower that could cure all diseases. Why would 

he need other health care Chinese medicine? President Lin was a little disappointed, but he still warmly 

sent Xia ruofei out. Xia ruofei took a taxi to the hotel that he had booked online in the morning. After 

checking in, he first checked the room carefully to make sure that there was no equipment that could 

take photos secretly. As a former elite member of the lone wolf assault team, Xia ruofei was very 

familiar with this kind of inspection. If there was really a pinhole camera or something like that, it would 

be impossible to escape Xia ruofei’s inspection. After making sure that everything was safe, Xia ruofei 

locked the door and windows. Then, he summoned the spirit painting scroll from his palm and 

connected to the space with his mind. He took out a change of clothes, a laptop, a mobile phone 

charger, and other items. Ever since he had the spirit map, it was much easier for Xia ruofei to travel. He 

did not need to bring anything with him. All his daily necessities could be stored in the medium. Of 

course, Xia ruofei kept them in the new space where the time flow was the same. Otherwise, their 

lifespans would be reduced for no reason. One day in the outside world was one month in the space! Xia 

ruofei turned on his laptop, connected to the internet, and started to search for relevant information. 

Since he was going to plant them in the interspace, he had to choose the best species. Moreover, they 

happened to be in Jiangsu and Zhejiang Province this time. Xia ruofei decided to go to laoyan mountain 

tomorrow and try his luck. It would be best if he could find a few pure wild Dendrobium candids. With 

the unique environment of the spirit map space, Xia ruofei was confident that he could produce enough 

iron – Skin Dendrobium in a short time. Even if he couldn’t find it, it didn’t matter. There were many 

planting bases around Yandang mountain, many of which were planted in an environment that imitated 

the wild environment. The worst case scenario was to go to these planting bases and buy some fresh 

Dendrobium strips, then breed them by cutting in the medium. Xia ruofei did a traffic check and realized 

that it took about two hours to get to Yandang mountain from Qiantang city by high – speed rail, which 

was longer than the time it took to get here from Sanshan city. However, Xia ruofei had more than 

enough time, so he did not hesitate to book two round – trip tickets. At the same time, he changed his 

ticket back to San Shan the next day and postponed it by one day. Then, Xia ruofei took a shower in his 

room and called Ma Zhiming in Hong Kong. He told him that he wanted to buy another batch of Jade 

worth 4 million Yuan. Ma Zhiming naturally agreed. The ticket was for the next day, so Xia ruofei went to 

visit some of the famous attractions in Qiantang city, Xizi Lake, and tried the local delicacies. The next 

morning, Xia ruofei checked out of the hotel and headed to the train station. Two hours later, Xia ruofei 

appeared at the Yandang mountain train station. He was dressed in casual clothes and carried a small 

backpack, looking no different from an ordinary tourist. After leaving the train station, Xia ruofei found 

the bus station to the scenic Area according to the information he had found on the internet. After 

about 20 minutes of bus ride, they arrived at the Yandang Mountain Scenic Area. As soon as they got off 

the bus, many tour guides came to attract customers. “Handsome, do you need a tour guide?” “Young 

man, we’re official tour guides of the scenic Area. I’m a 3 – Star Tour guide. Each Scenic Area only costs 

60 Yuan. It’s much better than you wandering around aimlessly!” Xia ruofei smiled and rejected all of 

them. He walked straight to the ticket counter. He was not here to tour. How would it be convenient for 

him to hire a tour guide? Seeing Xia ruofei’s firm attitude, the tour guides quickly dispersed and looked 

for their next target. Soon, Xia ruofei queued up to buy a ticket and successfully entered the scenic Area. 

There was a green bus in the scenic Area, but it would only start when there were 10 people. Xia ruofei 

did not want to wait, so he paid 100 yuan to book one and took the bus to Lingyan scenic spot. After 



paying the fare, Xia ruofei walked along the scenic route up the mountain. After a short walk, Xia ruofei 

checked to make sure that there were no other tourists around and no surveillance cameras. So, in a 

flash, he left the main road and burrowed into the bushes nearby. 

Chapter 260: Pure wild iron – Skin dendrobe (1) 

Xia ruofei walked through the mountain forest as if it was flat ground. Very quickly, he left the area of 

the scenic Area and entered an undeveloped forest. Xia ruofei had undergone rigorous field survival 

training in the lone wolf assault team. Yandang mountain was not like the primitive jungle in the 

southwest. This kind of forest was not difficult for Xia ruofei. He could easily identify the direction 

without the help of professional equipment. As for the snakes, insects, rats, and ants in the forest, Xia 

ruofei was not afraid at all. Moreover, he was already prepared. After going one or two kilometers deep 

into the forest, the environment had become very quiet. Occasionally, birds and insects could be heard 

chirping in the forest. They could also vaguely hear the rustling of waterfalls and thin streams in the 

distance. Xia ruofei’s Eagle – like eyes scanned the surroundings and he perked up his ears to listen for a 

while to make sure that there was no one nearby. Thus, he found a big tree and sat down, summoning 

the spirit map scroll from his palm. Then, he contacted the space with his mind and took out a big 

Mountaineering Bag. This was the set of outdoor equipment that he had received for free when he 

bought the all – terrain vehicle. It came in handy today. There was a complete set of equipment inside. 

Xia ruofei picked out everything that could be used and put back the rest of the things like tents, 

sleeping bags, and picnic mats that were too heavy to be used at the moment. He quickly changed into 

his windbreaker, pants, and hiking shoes, then threw his clothes into the origin space. Then, Xia ruofei 

fiddled with the handheld GPS in his bag. After removing the battery and putting it into the GPS, Xia 

ruofei realized that the GPS was quite professional. It came with contour lines, terrain data, an 

armometer, a pressure meter, and everything else. Xia ruofei couldn’t help but grin. With it, it would 

save him a lot of trouble. He didn’t have to observe the terrain and direction of the mountain. This GPS 

could not be compared to the military – grade Beidou navigation system that Xia ruofei had used before. 

However, the operation was almost the same and the function was enough for Xia ruofei. He put his 

backpack on his back and leaned against it comfortably, fiddling with the GPS. The GPS signal was quite 

strong. It was indeed a special equipment for outdoor use. In this dense forest in the wilderness, they 

found a satellite signal very quickly. Xia ruofei found his location on the map without much effort. Then, 

he compared it with the map that was pre – installed with the GPS and quickly designed a route. This 

was also the route that he thought was most likely to find wild iron – Skin Dendrobium. According to the 

information he had obtained after asking CEO Lin of Tongren Hall and returning to the hotel, Xia ruofei 

knew that the iron – Skin dendrobes were mostly grown on the semi – damp rocks of the mountainous 

region, which was about 1600 meters above sea level. Therefore, the route he set was targeted at such 

terrain. After setting it up, Xia ruofei stood up and put on his backpack. Then, he held the GPS in his 

hand and continued to explore. This forest had not been developed and naturally, there were no roads. 

However, Xia ruofei did not feel uncomfortable walking through the bushes and thorns. He took out a 

machete from the medium and walked forward as he opened up a path. From time to time, he would 

stop and match his GPS with the Colonel ‘s. Overall, he was moving quite fast. Of course, Xia ruofei did 

not forget to observe the surrounding situation along the way. The terrain was similar to what was 

described in the information, and it was more suitable for the growth of wild iron – Skin Dendrobium. 

Xia ruofei would stop to take a closer look. Without realizing it, he had walked for more than half an 

hour according to the route he had set. However, he still found nothing. Xia ruofei was not discouraged 



and continued to venture deeper. The seven years of training in the Special Forces had allowed him to 

remain calm at all times. During the sniper training, he would often hide in a hidden spot for an entire 

day, unable to move at all. Gradually, Xia ruofei heard the sound of water getting louder and louder. The 

GPS indicated that they were approaching a waterfall. After pushing aside a Bush, Xia ruofei felt as if he 

was suddenly enlightened. There was a pool in front of him and water was flowing down from the cliff 

above the pool, splashing white water on the pool. Xia ruofei walked over and took some water to wash 

his face. Then, he started to look around. Suddenly, he felt that there were a few plants on the opposite 

cliff that looked similar. He quickly took out the telescope from his backpack and looked at it carefully. It 

had a cylindrical stem and was segmented like a bamboo joint. Its leaves were long, round, and needle – 

shaped, with a faint purple edge. It was exactly the same as the picture that Xia ruofei had found on the 

internet! Xia ruofei immediately revealed a look of joy. The iron – Skin Dendrobium that grew in such a 

deserted place was definitely pure wild. He counted as he looked through the telescope. There were a 

total of six iron – Skin dendrobes on the cliff. Xia ruofei put down the telescope and started to plan how 

to collect it. The cliff was almost 90 degrees vertical, and because of the waterfall next to it, the 

humidity was quite high. The rocks were covered with moss and could be said to be slippery. Xia ruofei 

felt that there might have been herb harvesters who came here before, but the steep terrain made it 

impossible for them to pick the iron – Skin Dendrobium even if they saw it. However, for Xia ruofei, who 

had a lot of experience in surviving in the wild and was very skilled, although it was a little difficult, it 

was not to the extent of being helpless. He quickly observed the terrain and compared it to the terrain 

data in the GPS. He quickly made a decision. Xia ruofei carried his backpack and walked a few hundred 

meters towards the east, bypassing the pool under the waterfall. There was a relatively gentle slope. Of 

course, this was only relative. To ordinary people, it was still very dangerous. Xia ruofei reached out and 

grabbed a protruding rock. Using the strength of his hands and feet, he climbed up the slope nimbly. 

Soon, he was like an agile monkey. Then, he gradually turned to the West and soon arrived at the top of 

the cliff. Xia ruofei could see a stream flowing at the side. It was also this mountain stream that formed 

the waterfall in front. Xia ruofei took out the safety rope from his bag and found a thick tree. He tied the 

rope firmly to it, put on gloves, and descended with both hands holding the rope. He was also bold 

because of his skills. Other than this rope, he did not make any other defensive measures. To Xia ruofei, 

such a surrender was as simple as eating and sleeping. He had done this countless times in the Army and 

in training. Very quickly, he landed beside a stalk of iron – skinned Dendrobium. Xia ruofei wrapped the 

end of the rope around his waist and turned his ankle nimbly to form a noose, which he put his foot in. 

Then, he grabbed the rope firmly with one hand and reached for the iron – Skin Dendrobium with the 

other. At this moment, Xia ruofei caught sight of something from the corner of his eye. He froze and 

quickly retracted his hand. He, who had always been at ease, showed a rare trace of nervousness ... 

 


